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The article presents a queer reflection on the method of Walter Benjamin in Johannesburg,
South Africa. Using a critical method of ephemera collection and collage, it offers a layered
and provocative map of the city before the end of apartheid and at the beginning of the AIDS
epidemic. The notion of “cruising,” an anachronistic theoretical mode, is applied to one
iconic club, the Dungeon. Through archival research, oral histories with elder gay and lesbian
Johannesburg residents, and personal reflection and cruising anecdotes, the article reflects on
the process of queer archival work.
O artigo apresenta uma reflexão queer sobre o método de Walter Benjamin, em Johanesburgo,
África do Sul. Usando um método crítico de coleta e colagem de coisas efêmeras, mostra um
mapa da cidade provocativo, com várias camadas, antes do fim do apartheid e no início da
epidemia de AIDS. A noção de cruising, um modo teórico anacrônico, é aplicada a uma boate
icônica, o Dungeon. Por meio de pesquisa em arquivos, histórias orais com gays e lésbicas mais
velhos residentes em Johanesburgo, reflexões pessoais e anedotas sobre cruising, o artigo reflete
sobre o processo de trabalho queer em arquivos.
Keywords: archive; Johannesburg; queer theory; urban studies; Walter Benjamin

Grinding: the diaries

Fri 14 Sept 2018
7 km away
Hey
Come have some coffee at my place in Hyde Park.
I thought I made myself clear the last time — I’d like my diaries back, they are my property.
We can go from there — return them in good faith and then we can discuss coffee

Ok
I’ve moved house
Obviously I don’t remember seeing them
But I have one more box yet to try.
How do I get them back to you?

You can leave them at your mom

No.
You want them, come fetch them

Fine.
Tell when you’ve found them

Ok
I’ll let you know
Jeez — what did I ever do to make you this hateful towards me?

Cruising: the 1990s
In 1997, when I was 18, I gave my red-spined A5 Croxley diaries to a guy I was in love with.
He was not in love with me, but I felt the gift of the diaries would somehow bring him around. It
did not. A few years back I felt the need to archive my life and so started gathering my papers,
photos, books and emails together. A long and bitter conversation began with the guy I thought
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I had loved about the repatriation of the diaries, for the convolute I set up in the archive at the
Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action (GALA).1
Since 2017 I have been collaborating with a number of young queer designers and ten older
gay and lesbian residents of Johannesburg to map the city before 1994. The intergenerational
project, entitled “60+: Queer, Old Joburg,” has used the framework of Walter Benjamin’s Das
Passengen-Werk or Arcades Project (1999), inspired by the “Secret Affinities” workshop of the
African Critical Inquiry Programme, hosted by the Wits City Institute and the Wits School of
Arts in 2017. The Johannesburg-focused workshop, along with its reading groups and urban field
trips, investigated how Benjamin’s unfinished reflection on modernity and history had relevance
for the city’s decolonial moment. Two other Johannesburg residents, queer artists/writers Bettina
Malcomess and Dorothee Kreutzveldt, published their experiment with the aesthetics and logic
of Benjamin’s method in Not No Place: Johannesburg. Fragments of Spaces and Times (2013).
By way of cutting quotations and, importantly, a concern with the lived city as lifelong residents,
Malcomess and Kreutzveldt experiment with collecting eccentric data and notes into convolutes
as both research method and research output, including a map of the 1994 Pride March2 (108);
a meditation on Bridge 6: “Johannesburg is a city not of the walk, but the drive” (230); a
classification of times (following Borges): “of visiting the building twice” (40); indoor swimming
(46); and a photograph of a bus of the Bus Rapid Transport system on Loveday Street (89).
For my own project I collected data from site visits, drives, walks, photography; oral histories
with queer residents older than 60; drawings, thick descriptions; collaborative map-making and
map-reading focussed on a number of clubs, bars and gay churches; and cruising locations and
saunas in the city. I also assembled archival data from the Dungeon collection held at GALA,
allowing an architectural, artistic, musical, filmic and literary analysis of architectural plans and
elevations, building renovations, photographs and drawings. Along with this data I am including
personal reflections, WhatsApp conversations, blog entries, digital cruising on the locationbased apps Grindr and Tinder, and personals adverts. The research project is explicitly interested
in an intersection of personal exploration, movement through the city, architectural history,
intergenerational learning and artistic practice.
The geographic location under investigation is downtown Johannesburg, from the erstwhile
Bar at the Park Lane Hotel3 in Hillbrow to the CBD three kilometres further south. Before the late
1990s, at least two dozen queer locations thrived in this small zone. Mostly catering to white men
and women, they provided “safe” spaces for what was then a set of criminalised activities. There
were also a few queer locations in the suburbs, like cruising spots at Zoo Lake and the Emmarentia
Botanical Gardens.4 The history of these locations and the movements through and between them
was characterised by a gradual racial integration (or “greying”) followed by apartheid’s formal
demise (Conway 2009), the beginning of the AIDS crisis (Bérubé 1996), integrationist tendencies
amongst middle-class gays and lesbians (Ahlm 2017), and the emergence of digital technologies
that facilitated other forms of community (Mowlabocus 2010; Ahlm 2017). As in many other
South African and international cities, the multitude of clubs and saunas of those years have now
closed (Delany 1999), and Johannesburg remains, by some counts, with only one bar, a sex club
and a lone sauna catering specifically to gays and lesbians. What remains are ruins, rumours, jokes,
ephemera, re-appropriated buildings, online comments and the (sometimes) unreliable memories
from up to 50 years back.
Methodologically, then, it is necessary to make use of what Jack Halberstam (1998, 13) calls
“a scavenger methodology” that attempts to “combine methods that are often cast as being at
odds with each other, and … refuses the academic compulsion toward disciplinary coherence.”
This, Halberstam suggests, is necessary because queer subjects have often been deliberately
or accidentally excluded from traditional studies. José Esteban Muñoz (1996, 6) extends this
proposition by queering the notion of “evidence,” too:
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Queerness is often transmitted covertly. This has everything to do with the fact that leaving too much
of a trace has often meant that the queer subject has left herself open for attack. Instead of being clearly
available as visible evidence, queerness has instead existed as innuendo, gossip, fleeting moments, and
performances that are meant to be interacted with by those within its epistemological sphere — while
evaporating at the touch of those who would eliminate queer possibility.

Muñoz’s notion of “ephemera as evidence” is useful for thinking about scraps of data that might
be collaged together, scraps that might, in fact, be quite queer forms of data in any case. This
scrappy notion accords with Benjamin’s mode as “rag picker, collecting the anecdotes, the
ephemera, the ‘detritus’ of the past” and his attempt to “tease out the idea of secret affinities
in which disparate objects (of culture and society, art and architecture, the city and modernity)
collide” (Secret Affinities 2017).
The utopian impulse of Muñoz’s work — “cruising utopia” — orients us toward queer
possibility. That is to say, it points us toward a kind of queer research that is concerned with the
formal and intellectual shape of possible other ways of being, writing and researching. This paper
attempts an experiment in structure, selection and presentation of archival material and analysis.
No objective judgments have been made about the quality of data — either its veracity or its
representativity. In fact, many of the scraps collected were extremely personal and subjective, and
selected because of their affective pull rather than their generalisability.
The primary site presented in this article is the Dungeon,5 a gay club selected not because it
was politically important (a better choice would be the Skyline6) or even architecturally significant
(here we would most likely look at Mandy’s7). In part, the biography of the Dungeon presented
here is an arbitrary choice — one starting point in one possible itinerary. In part, it is also a
practical choice based on the availability of the compelling photographic archive housed at GALA.
The endnotes signal other ways of cruising the city with addresses and details pointing to an
alternative map for queer locations.
Cruising: theory
The primary theoretical framework for this article is the notion of cruising. On one level, as the
curatorial team of the Cruising Pavilion at the 2018 Venice Architecture Biennale suggests,
cruising refers to “the quest for sexual encounters between homosexual men in public spaces …
This sexual practice generally takes place in public sites like parks, toilets, and parking lots, or in
dedicated establishments like bathhouses and sex clubs” (Mateos et al. 2018). On another level, it
is suggestive of a wider theoretical approach to temporality, spatiality and relationality.
In many ways, cruising is now an anachronism, having been irrevocably curtailed by AIDS and
its discourses and, indeed, by the draw of respectability and integration for once-marginal gays and
lesbians. In South Africa, it also has to do with increased crime levels and white flight from the
urban centres after apartheid. In this sense, thinking about and with cruising is a challenge to work
through the problem of nostalgia and in a mode that embraces being out of sync with the march of
progress, or out of time completely. Recent thinking in queer studies about temporality has offered
a critique of “chrononormativity” (Freeman 2011), which highlights the ways in which “straight
time” presupposes a linear progression of natural phases toward a productive ending. It is also
important that this critique illustrates the degree to which straight time is wedded to capitalist time
and notions of productivity. Cruising, in contrast, is goal-orientated but non-linear (Cane 2018) and
“immanent but not non-teleological” (Ensor 2017).
The same kind of out-of-syncness and open-endedness that characterises queer time also
shapes the spatiality of cruising. In a sense, cruising as space is always a process of refiguring
pre-existing space, reworking it and then occupying it and is in this way (and other ways) a kind of
“anti-architecture” (Mateos 2018). This notion of anti-architecture is suggestive of an undoing of
the building programme, an illegibility and opacity (sometimes quite literally) of spatial practices
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and a foregrounding of architecture and urbanism as process and as movement. If the time of
cruising is over, so is its architecture: the ruin — camp and tacky — is its spatial form.
Tim Dean (2009, 176) suggests that cruising involves a “remarkably hospitable disposition
toward strangers” and a “distinctive ethic of openness to alterity.” This relational openness is
echoed in the Cruising Pavilion’s cheeky adaptation of the 2018 Biennale manifesto. Replacing
the Biennale’s motto “freespace” with “cruising,” the Cruising Pavilion posited the following as
its own declaration: “FREESPACE CRUISING celebrates architecture’s capacity to find additional
and unexpected generosity,” the “ability to address unspoken wishes of strangers,” “free for
uses not yet conceived” (Mateos et al. 2018). Without overlooking the cruisey mode in which
this proposition was formulated, what it suggested is a potential for radical generosity towards
the world. Samuel R. Delany (1999) argues that the rationality of cruising is characterised by
“pursuit” and “contact.” Michael Schmidt (2016, 84) proposes that the heterogeneous and nonlinear, sometimes even conflictual nature of pursuit, and the random and often cross-class “social
practice” of contact, animates public space and architectural life. Writing about Delany, Sarah
Ensor (2017, 155) reiterates that cruising is “also necessarily nonprogrammatic.” It is not about
identity categories, actions, or practices but rather a posture of openness to chance, a willingness to
acknowledge that we cannot possibly know what will come of any given encounter … We cannot know
in advance what will last or fade, how we may feel lasting traces of the fading, or how forgetting itself
may become a form of relation.

While this article suggests that cruising might be a provocative theoretical approach, the
limitations to this proposition must be pointed out. The first relates to race: to what degree and
in what ways is a theory of urban movement applicable to black people whose mobility was and
continues to be curtailed in numerous ways? The Cruising Pavilion suggests that “in the bathrooms
built for cleanliness and the parks made for peacefulness, and also through the figures of the
policeman and the flâneur, the modern city is cruised, dismantled and made into a drag of itself”
(Mateos et al. 2018). Edmund White (2016, 147) argues that cruising “is perhaps an extension of
the flâneur’s very essence, or at least its most successful application. With one crucial difference:
the flâneur’s promenades are meant to be useless, deprived of any goal beyond the pleasure of
merely circulating.” While White’s attention to the “successfulness” and “usefulness” of cruising
suggests an optimistic urbanism, it is not at all clear whether his description of the pleasure of
“merely circulating” reflects the movement of non-white gays and lesbians. The notion of nonlinear exploration may not, in the end, be analytically useful for thinking about anyone but white
people, now and especially before 1994. The second limitation relates to the concept of nostalgia
and the dangers of romanticising a time period that was not only racially unjust but in which
homosexuality was criminalised and gay people were often in real physical danger. To be sure,
illegality and danger were one part of the thrill of cruising and are also a necessary component of
the clandestine mode of encounter. Be that as it may, it is necessary to work carefully and critically
with queer nostalgia, which cannot be simply dismissed as reactionary in the first instance.
Svetlana Boym (2001) and Jacob Dlamini (2009) have suggested that restorative and recuperative
modes of nostalgia need not be backward-facing but can, in fact, offer openings for reading the
past in complex and messy ways.
Cruising: ethics, H17/08/23
The ethics application to the Human Research Ethics Committee (Non-Medical) at the University
of the Witwatersrand required an explanation of the research instruments to be used. Mine stated:
In terms of queer oral histories methodologies, the research begins with an agreement between a narrator
and a researcher to record memories of queer genders, sexualities, and desires. This requires a narrator
who claims the “sexual space of queer historical being and its retelling” and a queer researcher to
“hear, record, and draw out yet more details, desire, and meaning from it” (Boyd and Ramírez 2012,
4). There is thus an explicit acknowledgement of the queer relation between researcher and narrator.
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This relationship includes a validation of queer experiences; it is the communication among queers of
different generations; it is the discovery of our own roots and the development of a continuity which
has been denied us in traditional historical accounts. The intergenerational quality of this queer work
requires a “mutual responsibility for elders to sit, reflect, and recall while younger generations commit
to recording, processing, and analysing the previous generations’ historical knowledge.” (Cane 2012, 5)

Status: Approved, H17/08/23
Cruising: the ruin

Figure 1: Marshall Street, corner with Goud Street, City and Suburban, 2018. Photographer: Jonathan Cane

The first photograph I shoot is through the car window. I am a little ashamed: a drive-by shooting.
It certainly does not feel safe, though. It is a Sunday morning. After many Saturday evenings of
wine and lamb, and wine and chicken and asparagus, Gerrit and I have decided to drive downtown
and find the Dungeon.
Gerrit. The Dungeon’s entrance was certainly on this side.
Jono. And would people hang out in the park as well?
G. No it was very much inside. I don’t think there was a lot going on outside remember it was in those
days in many ways a kind of secretive thing to do. You know, you came here because this was a safe
space. When last have I been here, I can’t remember, 20 years? Nowadays you don’t come here unless
you really have business.
J. Was the Dungeon raided?
G. I never experienced that but I think the others will tell you that occasionally the police would come
and have a look here but I don’t remember, you know in many ways it had a kind of innocence about it.
Shall we go and try and find Mandy’s? Mandy’s was just beyond this street, hopefully, if the building
is there I will find it, but if the building is no longer there then I might not. It is higher up. And there
we go, Nugget Street, the old London Health Clinic8 wasn’t it? But in Polly Street not very far from
there, there was a steam bath called Les Bains.9 The London Health Clinic had a sort of old-fashioned
feel about it. It is probably a bit like the Turkish Baths, quite well appointed. There was a sense that
you could respectably enjoy yourself there, at least in theory. Obviously, people don’t really come for
that but you can sit around chatting, you could order coffee, they would bring it.
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J. From what I’ve read there weren’t any rent boys in the London Health Clinic because it was too
expensive?
G. Ja that was usually a problem for them, they couldn’t afford to go into the bars; look that time of my
life I would have never thought about going for rent boys, so I didn’t pay that much attention but you
know there is a kind of grey area between a rent boy and someone who cast you with the eye to get
some sort of benefit you know, pay for this and that. The rent boys were mostly Afrikaans, lower class
and a lot of them were certainly not gay. Where you’d usually find them was in cruising spots at the
station. They obviously didn’t have a car, and then in Joubert Park10 where people picked each other,
you know about that? This happened at the northern gate I recall, I hope I remember it properly. That is
where the rent boys stood so there was a sort of place where they tended to hang together. They dressed
in a kind of uniform, jeans, T-shirt, takkies, that is what I recall you know and I often wondered what
that is about, they make themselves recognisable or create the suspicion that they are rent boys. It is a
sort of desperation that they manage to exude.

Tindering: sexy work

4:56 PM Hey. Nice profile mr
4:59 PM Thanks yours too! You have great hair!

5:00 PM Thanks ;)
5:01 PM What you up to?

5:01 PM Just thinking about how beautiful you are to be honest :-) you?
5:02 PM Oh shit! Blush.
What do you do? Tinder says you went to wits …

5:04 PM I’m an author and work in advertising. You?
5:05 PM I’m a historian. I write about architecture.

5:06 PM Ah man, and here I thought you couldn’t get sexier.

Cruising: the Dungeon
Designed by Carter & McIntosh architects for the Acme Cigarette Company, the cigarette factory on
the corner of Marshall and Goud Streets was officially opened in 1899 by Paul Kruger, then president
of the Transvaal Republic. Essentially an advertising exercise that mimicked the design of the Three
Castles Cigarette logo, the “castle” is a good example of minor Victorian Gothic revival. This highly
expressive, fanciful approach to architecture is typical of the last decades of the nineteenth century
(Meiring 1986). The two-storey building is L-shaped with three towers and a turret, battlements or
crenellations decorating the top of the parapets, and quoin masonry embellishing the lancet windows
and walls. Above the main arched doorway the ornate tympanum includes a shield bearing the date
“1898” and the company’s acronym, “ACC”. According to John Shorten (1970), the castle was
originally painted bottle green to echo the design of the Three Castles Cigarette tin, but by the 1960s
it was a neat white (Latilla 2018, 80) and at present its peach paint is peeling off to reveal the
brickwork. Graffiti and tags cover most of the ground floor walls. The building is now fronted by a
tangle of barbed wire behind which is litter, weeds and a young tree. Most windows and doors on
the ground floor have been bricked up. The top storey of the east-facing wall has a sign painted on
it — “PES for pipe hangers and supports” — and the west-facing facade is partly blackened from the
suspicious fire that gutted the building in the late 1990s. The castle is now a mostly forgotten ruin
that, apart from some interest on blogs, goes almost unnoticed.
The changing architectural face of the castle is mirrored in its interior lives. Shorten (1970)
records that by the late 1890s the 100 female workers rolling cigarettes at the castle were all
but replaced by machines. Despite producing over 300 000 cigarettes a day, the factory was
unable to keep up with demand. It is understood that tobacco auctions took place in the large east
wing section, while cigarettes were made upstairs (Davie 2018). At a later stage the factory was
converted into the United Tobacco Companies offices (Johannesburg 1986); and from 1953 it
was a corsetry factory for Naomi Beauty Form (Sieff 2016) or Fashion Form Foundations (Davie
2018). In his “Heritage Portal” blog, David Sieff recorded the following in 2016:
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The ground floor offices occupied the south-western corner, with the large cutting room across a
passageway, where the numerous component pieces of fabric were cut to template shapes drawn on
the upper of many layers — the “lay” — for assembly by numerous specialised sewing machines as
finished garments in the large factory on the first floor above. My mother’s office was in the southwestern corner of this floor, in the middle tower with its battlements. My aunt (Naomi — hence the
brand) had an adjoining office on the western side.

In 1970, entrepreneur Ronnie Oelofsen opened the Dungeon, also known as the Big D. Closing
around 1995, it was followed by a dance club called Tchaikovsky’s and another one called ICON
(Latilla 2018, 81). After the fire, it appears that the building was informally occupied and that
an attempt at buying it in the 2000s failed. There are rumours now that it may indeed have been
purchased by a gentrification project.
Cruising: the 1970s
The earliest photographs of the Dungeon — available in the remarkably comprehensive Dungeon
Collection (AM 3027) at GALA — show the work of renovating the interiors of 207 Marshall
Street. Walls are painted, mirror balls installed, curtains hung. The style is what one might call
“low-budget camp”: gold polyester satin, draping, sequins; gladioli; pin boards with notes,
pageant sashes, Christmas cards, thank-you letters, anti-drug, road safety and COLT posters; a
vintage movie poster for Fassbinder’s 1982 adaption of Genet’s Querelle; Tom of Finland-style
homoerotic fetish murals depicting bikers in leather gear. Signs announce: “no credit geen
krediet, no pass-outs issued ever, You may wear what you like, be it diesel mechanic or a
block and tackle number, please make every effort and behave like a gentleman!” In a scene from
the Afrikaans detective film Van der Merwe P.I., directed by Regardt van den Bergh (1985),
characters are seen ascending the club’s steps to a burglar-barred ticket booth. In the 1970s the cost
of admission was 75c for members and around R1.00 for guests; by 1986 it had risen to R8.00 for
members and R10.00 for guests. Admission was highly valued and clients who were evicted for
misbehaviour made desperate pleas for forgiveness (see below). There was a sense that belonging
afforded a safe space and a community, for some. The patrons were predominately white gays and
lesbians, often Afrikaans, often working class, many from areas like the East Rand. The Dungeon
was also well-known for its drag culture. The infamous Granny Lee was a regular, always with
her retinue of young men in tow. Pageants, competitions and cabarets drew celebrities like Sandra
Prinsloo, Mara Louw, Elsabe Zietsman, Andre Schwartz, Chrissie Caine and Terry Fortune as
judges and performers. The annual competitions — like Miss Gay Sluts, for instance — were
exhaustively documented and the photographs, notes and award logs carefully kept (and now
available in the Dungeon Collection). Ronnie Oelofsen, proprietor and host — and, in the end,
archivist — was often present at the club, sometimes in leather chaps and fetish gear. He fostered a
questionable relationship with the ruling National Party (NP), attending the 1989 birthday banquet
for Pik Botha, then minister of foreign affairs. These fishy political connections might account
for the absence of any police raids. Oelofsen also hosted outrageous stripper-themed end-of-year
bashes for pensioners and donated extensively to charities and other community initiatives.
Cruising: AM 3027

GALA, Dungeon Collection (AM 3027)
Dates: 1970–1995(?)/Size: 5 archival boxes/Processed: August 2015
Collection description: The collection includes a large selection of photographs (largely of the many
pageants hosted by the club) as well as correspondence to/from Ronnie Oelofsen, flyers, invitations,
menus and programmes for the various events hosted at the club, as well as promotional material for
other gay clubs operating in Johannesburg at the time, and a selection of theatre programmes, a passion
of Ronnie Oelofsen’s.

In a way, the Dungeon Collection is quite unusual because it is so well documented for what was
essentially an illegal establishment. It is probably idiosyncratic: it is possible that Oelofsen was
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just a collector in his private life. The Dungeon is therefore an outlier. We need to ask then: What
is queer about the Dungeon Collection? Are there queer ways of cruising the archival boxes? Does
following sensual impulses — and encouraging other researchers and collaborators to do them
same, being open to pleasure — constitute a queer mode of research? There is a temporal issue to
point out: the collaborations are across a generation, and so are the men in the pictures. Also, what
about the elder people at the parties?
Cruising: A.2 — photographs

1992: Miss Gay SA (15 photographs); Mr Gay SA (formal, sports, swimwear); Miss Gay Scants (23);
Various (Photo First packet); Miss Gay Legs (34); Miss Gay Sluts (26); Miss Gay Transvaal (23).
(Catalogue description for file A.2: Photographs, Archiving GALA collection, GALA archive)

A photograph of two good-looking winners of Mr Gay competitions at the Dungeon in 1992.
Probably taken by Oelofsen. The winners are young, tanned and laughing. In 1992, I was 14 years
old. I ask myself: Who am I attracted to in these photographs? Who would I have been attracted to
in 1992? Can I see their names? Could I publish their names? How old are they now, and would I
still be attracted to them today? Am I permitted to use affective responses to archival images as a
way of cruising an archive?
Another image. 1989: Pik Botha Birthday banquet. The owner of the Dungeon had connections
to the NP. In the late 1980s the NP attempted to win the Hillbrow ward by courting the “gay vote.”
The owner donated funds towards an NP fundraiser. As a consequence, he was invited to various
NP events — including Botha’s birthday party (though the event was not held at the Dungeon!). The
banquet was held at the Johannesburg Sun and Towers Hotel on April 27, 1989. An archived copy
of the menu records a starter of smoked salmon, avocado and orange salad, followed by a mango
and ginger sorbet. The main course of whole roast fillet of beef with marinated French herbs and a
selection of fresh vegetables was rounded off by a bavarois with fresh fruit in a chocolate basket.
Cruising: E.3 — apology letters (1 file)

20 May 1985
Dear Ronnie
I just like to apoligise to you, friends and members of the Dungeon Club for my unnecessary
misbehaviour on the night of the “Miss Transvaal 1985” Drag Competition, Due to tension and
excessive alcohol I found my conduct misleading.
18 July 1987
Dear Ronnie,
Please will you accept my greatest apologies for causing so much trouble at your club. The reason I
am asking for your permission to be allowed to enter your club is that next Saturday is my Birthday.
My parents are coming up from Cape Town, and I would like to take them to your club. Although they
accept the gay scene and the people, they would like to see what club is like. It is also a treat for my
birthday. (File E.3, Archiving GALA collection, GALA archive)

Grinding: 39

5 km away
12:14 Sunday 28 October 2018
Hey

Hey
Hows it going?

Good and you
Great.

What you up to on your Sunday?
I’m working, sadly.
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Ahh damn man
Just having chilled day
Its ok. I enjoy my work.
But still, its Sunday

Are you 39?
Ja. Why?

Are you manly?
Hahah.
I’m not sure what you mean.

You are 39 — are you a manly 39 or a soft 39?

Cruising: Justice Edwin Cameron

Constitutional Court, October 26, 2018
The Dungeon has a special significance in my life for quite anguishing reasons. I wasn’t a denizen of the
club, I frequented the Skyline and Champions.11 For some reason the Dungeon was less salubrious to me.
I think it was more “exclusive” than either Skyline or Champions and so I went to the Dungeon only two
or three times; it was a fun place, it was a safe place for drag queens, it had famous drag contests. The
significance for me was that, even though I only went two or three times, I met the person who introduced
me to HIV at the Dungeon at Easter 1985. … his name was Obie Oberholzer [Gitonga 2006]. He was
a very striking man in many respects, very tall and extremely broad-shouldered. He was a competitive
swimmer at inter-provincial level, he’d swum for Eastern Province. And [when] we met that night, we
went to his home which was in the cottages that are now part of St Johns on St Johns Road in Upper
Houghton and we had sex over the next 4 or 5 weeks, including unprotected sex on later occasions. When
I later discovered that I was living with HIV, I fell sick some weeks after our sexual encounter. I withdrew
from any promise of intimacy with him, I think he wanted more … There’s absolutely no doubt he passed
on HIV to me. I saw Obie at Champions about a year or two before he died and I tried to talk to him about
his infection and that I thought he’d passed it on and he refused absolutely to discuss it.
I remember it [the Dungeon]: on the occasions it went as being enormously crowded and quite a
joyous place, a safe place because you entered from Marshal Street and there was access control and
then you had this fairy-tale land — fairy being the operative metaphor — of gay life. I don’t remember
any on-site darkrooms. They wouldn’t have interested me because I prefer to isolate a single identified
partner with whom I’ve started an interaction and then go to a home location; preferred, all in the past
tense. There was a patio upstairs on the northern side and that’s where I met Obie Oberholzer.

Cruising: Exit Magazine

December 1987
A FEM, attractive, petite 25 year old wishes to meet friendly fem beautiful ladies of a discreet nature.
No butch ladies please.
I AM running this ad expecting nothing while hoping for love and everlasting commitment (or at least
some temporary fun). 38, 180 cm, 70 kg, health and fit, brown eyes and hair, clean shaven, university
educated, very intelligent, usually sane, basically decent, allegedly attractive and liberal with usual
interests, music, movies (even trashy ones), poetic, books, ignoring reality (sometimes), gardening,
running, and am beginning to believe that any of them would be fun with someone significant.
MUSLIM male, 35 years, seeks friendship with older men. Active, passive, fems, fats, queens welcome.

Cruising: Port Plein Park
The next time I drive by the Dungeon, the South African Police Service and the City Parks
department are forcefully removing informal settlers from Port Plein Park, which fronts onto the
old Dungeon. There is extensive recycling and sorting work going on. We talk to a city official
who explains the evictions. When I drive by again, the park is completely fenced-in and empty.
This park is between the ABSA buildings and Maboneng, a popular gentrified enclave. The
fencing is by ClearVu. There is a scruffy lawn, litter, concrete spherical bollards, a skew lamp, a
few large mounds of dried branches and public toilets. The sign reads: “this is your park.”
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Cruising: “Death of Johannesburg”
“Death of Johannesburg” is a blog published by the anonymous writer and photographer “Real
Realist,” intended to illustrate “the collapse and physical destruction of Johannesburg in the ‘New
South Africa’ — the things that tourists are NOT told about” (Real Realist 2006).
July 29 2006
It [the Dungeon] was once a famous Marshall Street Johannesburg landmark, now it’s just another ruin …
— Clearly you have no idea that the owner of the nightclub (a white guy called Warren) Icon burnt
the building down to claim from insurance before later killing himself. The police investigated it and
found it was a case of arson.
— totally looks like a derelect ghost town, thank goodness i did immigrate urghhhhhhh
— Thank fuck I’m in Australia!!!!!
— Funny on all these blogs nobody blames the incompetant black man for any of this. Always more
and more excuses but its not the black man.
— This is so nostalgic — I used to go to all the clubs mentioned in previous posts and used to walk on
my own (female) from the bus station down to Alcatraz, without being harassed or feeling threatened.
My memories will remain.
— We used to go to the Dungeon and Champions as well to perve over the gay boys — lots of fun ha ha!
— Warren Dickie was definately NOT a ruthless voilent person!!! I am his cousin and he was the
nicest, sweetest, softest person I have come across!!! How dare you insult someone like that who is
no longer with us!
— This used to be our place *tears in my eyes*… without fail every Friday and Saturday night we
used to cue up the stairs with our bottle.Ronnie had everything from Asthma Pumps to teargas.I
worked across the road which was then IGI Life and watched as during the week Ronnie would
spend everyday cleaning & fixing the club to make it perfect for the weekend.Even the fire captain
said that it was the only club he would feel safe having his daughter at.There has never been another
Gay Club like it, it was home to our community.I have extremely fond memories of our times there
and would love to know what happened to Ronnie and all our friends, video’s of the wonderful
parties and photos.We love you Ronnie.

Cruising: Ronnie Oelofsen?

Figures 2 and 3: Ronnie Oelofsen. Photographer: unknown. Source: AM 3027, Dungeon collection,
GALA archive. Reproduced by kind permission from Linda Chernis, GALA archive.
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Linda Chernis <linda.chernis@wits.ac.za> Fri 3 Aug 2018, 13:33
Hi All,
A rather strange question, I know, but do any of you perhaps have any idea if Ronnie Oelofsen, owner
of the long-running (1970–1995) Dungeon Club in JHB, is still alive? And if so, do you know how
to contact him? One of our researchers is trying to locate him in order to interview him. Any leads
appreciated.
Anonymous Fri 3 Aug, 13:41
I don’t, alas, Linda — but I have many vivid memories of the Dungeon club!
Anonymous
The last time I spoke with him, he was in Port Elizabeth, running a take-out. I believe I found his
contact number in the telephone directory, back in the day.
J Cane <jonathan.cane@wits.ac.za> Fri 17 Aug, 10:20
That’s amazing
Linda Chernis <linda.chernis@wits.ac.za> Fri 17 Aug, 10:37
It really is. Made my day.

Cruising: the ruin continued

G. And then, of course, you know the railway station12 was very much a cruising spot. It was a parking
area, people came in cars and then you would drive around the parking area to look for sex, basically,
you know. People would occasionally get out of their cars but very often it was just a matter of checking
out from the car, then go in somewhere there and it extends outside of the station up one street in
Braamfontein. I will go and show you that, they are in this spot. Ja okay, I think we should go up here.
That was an open parking area and that is where people, you came down here, past the Rotunda.
J. What about Champions, can we stop for a second outside there?
G. This is Champions. So you went down there into the parking area and then this was very much
cruising as well, but you could still drive up, you know, or among … or is it the next street? Let me
just see. I have it completely wrong. What is this, just a bus lane? That cruising stopped quite some
time ago; at least I and many other people wouldn’t go anymore because it wasn’t really safe. And it
was down this street and up, ja, I am right! Then you can also, this street was a cruising spot and it
went on all along to the top. You know, people would park their cars and sort of chat in the street. Now
we are going to go past Joubert Park. As far as parks are concerned, it was Joubert Park, it was Zoo
Lake, also Rhodes Park, but I think it was much less. Zoo Lake was very big, and Emmarentia. And
Emmarentia is a place where people used to go, where you could walk around at night. There were
a lot [of people] in the parking areas during the day and then on Sunday night there was a big scene
going on close to the dam where people walked into the park, you know with the thrill of that. And
then, of course, it became impossible because it is now locked up; there also were a few murders there,
someone strangled with a coat hanger.
J. A gay person?
G. Ja. You know, it wasn’t specifically recorded as that. Someone went to Emmarentia Park, meeting
someone there, inviting them home and being strangled. Now here is Joubert Park, just on the right.
Most of the cruising happened on the northern side of the park. I never went in and it may have been
a time when people stopped going in. So, you know, another very interesting thing about the kind of
cruising you found in Joburg is that how much of it actually happen by car.

Cruising: architecture
20 January 2019
12:50

Deadline tomorrow …

A journal paper?
Ja. Responding to peer reviews

Good review hopefully?
Ja. Very positive and helpful
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That’s great. Whats it about?
Cruising in the 70s. Dungeon, Skyline.

What is the paper’s title?
Cruising Queer, Old Joburg

Ok. Funny that both club names refer to a spot on a vertical axis
Ha — True!

The highs and lows
Above and below ground
Sequestered and transcendent
Both are definitely referring to the built environment
Subterranean and extra-terrestrial
Mind if I use this conversation?

In his ground-breaking study of male cruising in public toilets, Tearoom Trade, Laud
Humphreys (1970, 48) suggests that men cruising “seem to acquire stronger sentimental
attachments to the buildings in which they meet for sex than to the persons with whom they
engage in it.” This article has sought to map out some of these architectural affinities. By
providing a biography of the Dungeon, I have attempted to sketch one kind of a map of the city
of Johannesburg. A map is characterised as much by its absences and insufficiencies as by its
fidelities. The fragmentary quality of the article is not only a further queering of Not No Place’s
Benjaminian urbanism but also a grappling with the partial movements of a white male queer
through the city. And while digital cruising techno-practices (Mowlabocus 2010) further fragment
the city, a strong affective pull remains toward the ruin, the park, the toilet, the dark room.
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Notes

1. GALA, 7th Floor University Corner, corner of Jorissen and Bertha Streets, Braamfontein. Among the
numerous archival and activist initiatives organised by and through GALA were the Queer History Tours
that included a walking tour of Constitution Hill and Hillbrow and a longer bus tour of Johannesburg
and Soweto. While the tours no longer take place, all archival material related to them, pointing to
important locations and itineraries, are held in the Archiving GALA collection (AM 3160 [A], GALA
archive).
2. The route of the 1994 Pride March was through the inner city, from the Library Gardens to Pieter Roos
Park.
3. Bar at the Park Lane Hotel, corner of Van Der Merwe and Catherine Streets, Hillbrow. The bar was
renamed the Bronxi Bar, then sold and renamed again as Tallulahs, with a grand opening on March 1,
1988.
4. Zoo Lake, off Jan Smuts Avenue, Parkview; Emmarentia Botanical Gardens, Olifants Road,
Emmarentia. Both suburban parks attracted frequent cruising day and night in both cars and in the public
toilets.
5. The Dungeon, 207 Marshall Street, corner of Goud Street, City and Suburban.
6. Skyline from 1987, previously Butterfly Bar, Harrison Reef Hotel, corner of Twist and Pretoria Streets,
Hillbrow. The draft script for the GALA Queer Johannesburg Tour narrates the history of Skyline in the
following way:
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

J. Cane
The first thing you notice about Skyline when its empty is the complete lack of interior design …
Skyline’s fate has echoed that of Hillbrow; its changed colour completely since the mid-1980s …
The bar started to be integrated around 1985 … In the beginning it was not a comfortable place for
black people to come to: it was more about making a political statement than having fun … [At]
the Dungeon, … black people in the 1980s were allowed on the dance floor but not in the dark
rooms (explain what darkrooms are). By 1990 Skyline’s clientele was almost exclusively black,
and the number of whites could be counted on one hand … It was a meeting place for gay activists
— the conversation often turning on the latest political issues — as well as ordinary middle-aged
black men from Soweto, drag queens, students and rent-boys … It should be noted, though, that it
was only after Nelson Mandela’s inauguration in 1994 that lesbians were allowed in. It’s true that
at Skyline most things revolved around sex. But it was also the only place in South Africa where
black and white gay men could mix together … The Hope and Unity Metropolitan Community
Church or HUMCC started as a prayer group, and then in 1994 it established itself as a formal
church in this hotel. (AM 3160 [A], 9–10, Archiving GALA collection, GALA archive; see also
Reid [2011] and Khan [2018]).
Mandy’s, later New Mandy’s Club and Mandy’s II, 96 End Street, Doornfontein. Designed by Herbert
Baker, under the patronage of Josephine Dale Lace, the first life of this building was as the S.A. School
of Music. Founded to promote “polite accomplishments among the young” (Bawcombe 1973, 91), the
school was built in 1906 on what was then the tennis court of Morris Rosenberg. “The building’s exterior
was for Baker a fanciful and apparently happy exercise, far removed from the sober architectural moods
of his other buildings that were going up in Johannesburg” (Bawcombe 1973, 91). It was a macaroni
factory from 1926 until it became Adam Leslie’s Theatre in 1967. On August 20, 1976, it became
Mandy’s. Mandy’s II was launched in 1984 and in 1986 it became Club Idols (Latilla 2018, 108–109)
and then Club Out, a women’s only evening on Fridays from 10pm. “Today, apart from the façade and
some of the rooms, little remains of the original building and even the soft red, attractive brickwork,
with its plaster trimmings have been garishly painted. However, the curves of various kinds, including
the gables, still dominate the structure.” It is currently being renovated into affordable housing and a
crèche.
London Health Clinic (LHC), Nugget Street, south of the railways, Doornfontein. Galli and Rafael
(1995) deal primarily with the London Health Clinic in their chapter from Defiant Desire. Respondents
described the LHC as “a bloody Chinese laundry with dirty cream stucco and a tall chime on top. The
inside was very old, very tatty”; “a filthy place, old and infested with thousands of cockroaches. The
plaster was falling off the walls and there was moss growing in the steam rooms” (Galli and Rafael
1995, 134).
Les Bains, Polly Street, City and Suburban. The steam baths were the site for a very important court
case in the late 1980s that centered on 20A of the Immorality Act 23 of 1957, otherwise known as the
“man at a party act,” which made it a crime for any two men to commit, at “a party,” an act which
stimulated sexual passion or gave sexual gratification. Cameron (1993) provides analysis of an appeal
case against a conviction in which two men at Les Bains were entrapped by a police major. The case file
of S v C 1987 (2) SA 76 (W) at 811-J describes the incident as follows:
The place was a small room or cubicle fitted with a bed, within a building complex known as
the Lebane Steam Baths in polly Street, Johannesburg. The centre consisted of a reception area
and various facilities, including change+rooms, areas for steam+bathing and for showering;
a TV room and towards the back, a passage along which three or four cubicles, including the
cubicle in question, were situated. Each cubicle had a door opening onto the passage. The Lebane
Steam Baths attracts and is frequently visited by, homosexual men. It is, however, also visited by
heterosexual men.
Joubert Park, corner of Wolmarans and King George Streets. Mark Gevisser presents the oral history
of “after nines” Phil and Edgar:
Having delivered the goods for his mother, Edgar told me, he would go “fishing” — as he liked to
put it — in Joubert Park or at Park Station on his way back to [Pimville]: “I was 16, a Zulu boy.
Hefty! Plumpy! I wore shorts, very tight shorts! I was a fit young boy; men of all races would be
attracted to me.” … One of Phil’s favourite haunts was Union Grounds, in Joubert Park, where
white soldiers were barracked after the war. “He is on one side of the fence and you are on the
other, he pulls down his pants, and puts his whatsisname through the fence, and you put your
hands through the fence to get hold of him, and you do your thing. There and then. And he gives
you two and sixpence.” (Gevisser 2014, 194)
Champions Pub, corner of Wolmarans and Loveday Streets, Braamfontein. At the same stop as the
station, the Queer Johannesburg Tour script continues:
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Across the road from Park Station, the building directly in front of you to the right, used to be
called Champions, a LGBT bar and venue. As one person narrated, it was a place that played
the cheesiest tunes, brought together the wackiest crowd, from Afrikaans people who wanted
to sokkie-sokkie to the fabest-loudest-trendiest drag queens. The venue also housed a 24hour
restaurant and the party often spilled over onto the lawns outside. (AM 3160 [A], 13, Archiving
GALA collection, GALA archive)
12. Johannesburg Park Station, A 41, Park Station, Rissik Street, Central Business District. When the
GALA Queer Johannesburg Tour arrived at the station, the script of the tour guides was the following:
Park Station is an interesting place of movement, of travel, or crossing boundaries … In the past
the station was one of the few places where white and black men cruising could meet. Because of
this double taboo, of gay sex and also sex across races, it was a place of heavy police presence.
Both these forms of sex where seen as leading to the moral degeneration of the white race. There
is an interesting story by a man called Joe Garmeson, who used to come cruising at Park Station
in the ’50s and ’60s. According to Joe, he had come to the station in order to find a sexual partner.
He was approached by a police officer who asked where he was going. And as he couldn’t tell
the officer he was cruising, he replied by saying, “I’m waiting for the train to Pretoria.” The
officer then guided him on the train and made sure he actually went to Pretoria. [Inserted in track
changes: I don’t think the Garmeson story is worth telling — perhaps more interesting to tell about
the importance of the station for black men coming from the townships — notion of Joburg as
a place of promise and possibility even if it was also a place of oppression …]. (AM 3160 [A],
12–13, Archiving GALA collection, GALA archive)
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